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Professional Cold Storage area - Common
Characteristics and Various Types

Industrial cold storage is pretty indispensable for food and catering industries all across the
world. Storage of food and also other perishable items require facilities and many from the
companies are influenced by warehouse logistics to hold food items such as meat, fish,
vegetables and fruits to preserve its freshness. Today companies all over the world are
depending upon storage and warehousing logistics in order to meet their growing demands of
distribution and storage.

Functions of Cold Storage

Since the start of civilization, man has realized the value of storage facilities. In the old times,
cave men employed to dig holes in the earth and store foodstuffs to preserve them. With the
development of science and technology, cold storage facilities came into prominence. Today
refrigerators are not only found used at homes but in addition in huge industries where
products must be preserved and stored till distribution.

Protect perishable foods: Foodstuffs including fish and meat usually decay when confronted
with room temperatures. Today there are a number of cold storage warehouse logistics which
provide blast freezers to keep meat and fish products. Refrigerators with good amounts of
memory are provided by these logistics companies to store perishable food products before it
is sent to feel ..
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Store dairy foods: Besides, food items, dairy foods also require refrigeration. These items
must be stored at controlled temperatures to prevent spoilage. Almost all of the storage
equipments include remote controlling of temperatures and precise heating and cooling. You
will find facilities to access the data readings of these storage equipments to ensure the
products are stored at the right temperature.

Preserve vegetables and fruit: Cold storage equipments may also be employed to store
vegetable and fruits which needs to be maintained at a particular temperature. Vegetables and
fruit doesn't have to be frozen but have to be maintained at the cool temperature.

A variety of Cold Storage Facilities

There are numerous types of storage facilities that include refrigeration. Basically there are
three forms of storage facilities such as modular refrigerator rooms, combi refrigerator rooms
and industrial cool rooms.

Industrial cold storage rooms mostly are employed for storing bulk of merchandise. These
storage facilities are used for industrial purposes and use of these refrigeration rooms require
vehicles to hold goods. Most of these storage rooms have large doors and pallet racks since



the volume of goods saved in these facilities can be huge.

The combi refrigeration rooms possess a mixture of several types of temperatures. It is ideally
ideal for catering industries as goods could be stored at various temperatures easily. These
refrigeration units have separate units for freezing purposes.

The modular refrigeration rooms are quite versatile and therefore are mainly used for
commercial purposes. The majority of the companies choose to allocate the services of
modular refrigeration rooms mainly because it has the attributes of customized refrigeration
answers to suit the demands of customers from various areas of the entire world.

Cold storages can be found in various sizes and costs. Today there are numerous online
portals that showcase numerous storage facilities for commercial purposes.
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